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Unattended Appointments 
Thank you to everyone in helping to reduce the number of unattended appointments.  
Although the number of patients who Did Not Attend [DNA] has reduced there is more that 
can be done.  Every appointment is a charge to the NHS even if a patient does not attend 
and that is why it is important to let a Receptionist know as soon as possible if you are 
unable to attend your booked appointment.  This will give an opportunity to offer the 
appointment to another patient.  
 
The Surgery makes use of mobile phone numbers for those patients who have arranged to 
receive text messages to remind them of their appointment.  Please let a Receptionist 
know straight away if you change your mobile number.  
 
‘Sit and Wait’ Appointments 
Whitley House Surgery deals with an enormous demand for appointments and this 
demand is the same countrywide.  At Whitley House Surgery we are currently trialling a ‘Sit 
and Wait’ system to meet the demands of patients who need to see a Doctor the same day.  
If you need to see a Doctor the same day and cannot wait for a future appointment a 
Receptionist will ask you for more details.  Then if your need is urgent you will be asked to 
come to the Surgery at a particular time.  The Doctors on duty will see patients in order 
who are on the ‘Sit and Wait’ list while also continuing with pre-booked appointments for 
non-urgent conditions, for those patients with ongoing medical conditions or those who 
require follow-up appointments with a particular Doctor.  Although the ‘Sit and Wait’ 
system may not suit everyone, the Surgery will continue to monitor this and will make 
changes to provide the best appointment system possible.  The Surgery welcomes your 
feedback of the ‘Sit and Wait’ system.  
 
Whitley House Surgery Patient Participation Group 
At a recent meeting the PPG welcomed a visit from the Chief Pharmacist, Paula Wilkinson, 
from Mid Essex Clinical Commissioning Group [MECCG].  Paula explained new ways of 
managing medicines.  This is known as the ‘Minor Ailments and Medicines Wastage 
Campaign’ and the idea is to save money and Doctors’ time.  So if you have sniffles, 
indigestion or other everyday aches and pains, the message is to speak to your Pharmacist 
first.  They are highly trained in the use of medicines and can also recommend off-the-shelf 
remedies that are no longer provided by the NHS.  A Pharmacist will always tell you if you 
should see your own Doctor and will not sell off-the-shelf remedies needlessly.  Instead of 
waiting unnecessarily in the Surgery ‘Think Pharmacy first’. 



 
Review of Your Medication 
Your medication must be reviewed at least once a year.  The Surgery is unable to issue 
repeat prescriptions for more medication until you have had a review by one of the 
Doctors.  Please remember to arrange an appointment for your review when asked.  
 
Action Plan for 2015-2016 
The Patient Participation Group will focus on the difficulties patients have when attempting 
to access the services of the Surgery.  The PPG will focus on: 
 

 The appointment system 
 The phone system 
 The needs of different patient groups and recruitment methods 
 TV screens in the waiting area  
 Different methods of communication to ensure the processes of the Surgery are 

clear to patients 
 
In addition the PPG will produce regular Newsletters and maintain the Local Services 
Directory to ensure they are available on the website and in the waiting area.  
 
Meeting With Members of Writtle Surgery Patient Participation Group [PPG] 
Some members of Whitley House Surgery PPG recently met with members of Writtle 
Surgery PPG.  There was a very warm welcome from Dianne Collins who supervises the 
meetings at Writtle Surgery.  The aim of the visit was to form a relationship with the 
smaller neighbouring practice to find useful ways that could be adopted by Whitley House 
Surgery.  Writtle Surgery PPG are keen to attend the next Whitley House Surgery PPG 
meeting to understand how the Surgery is managed.  Writtle Surgery is also keen to receive 
our Newsletters in the future.  
 
Latest News from Whitley House Surgery 
 
Tea at Three 
The Surgery’s annual ‘Tea at Three’ event on 19 June was enjoyed by many people on a 
warm sunny afternoon.  A total of more than £1,600 was raised for Farleigh Hospice with 
scrumptious homemade cakes from Dr Towers being one of the main reasons for its 
success.  Thank you to everyone who supported the event. 
 
Customer Service and Reception Manager 
We warmly welcome the arrival of Jan Brown who is the Surgery’s new Customer Service 
and Reception Manager.  All the staff at Whitley House Surgery look forward to working 
with Jan for the benefit of our patients.  Jan is now very busy finding her way around our 
systems and getting to know everyone.  It is amazing what a ‘fresh eye’ can see! 
 
 


